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IBM MQ V8 Advanced System Administration for
z/OS

CODE:

LENGTH:

PRICE:

WM312G

4 day(s)

kr32,380.00

Description
This course focuses on advanced IBM MQ for z/OS skills. After a baseline of IBM MQ topics, the course continues with channel
security, the need to use TLS ciphers in response to current security threats, and channel authorization rules. The course also
covers queue-sharing groups, queue-sharing group updates, and distributed and intra-group queuing with queue-sharing groups.
Other topics include the 8-byte relative byte address and buffers above the 2-GB bar features of IBM MQ V8, the use of IBM MQ
accounting and statistics, how to capture and review information to resolve or mitigate performance and capacity problems, and how
to create application profiles. Hands-on lab exercises throughout the course reinforce the lectures and provide familiarity with
advanced tasks and updated capabilities.
For information about other related courses, visit the IBM Training website: http://www.ibm.com/training

Objectives
After completing this course, you should be able to:
Explain how SSL/TLS contributes to authentication and confidentiality
Describe how to configure SSL/TLS in IBM MQ z/OS queue managers and IBM MQ clients
Implement SSL/TLS with multiple certificate authority (CA) certificates
Implement various types of channel authorization rules
Describe how to configure and manage queue-sharing groups
Explain how to incorporate shared message data sets and storage class memory to maximize coupling facility storage
Describe how to add a queue-sharing group to an existing IBM MQ cluster
Implement 8-byte record byte address and buffers above the 2-GB line
Describe how to use statistics and accounting capabilities for problem determination, tuning, and capacity planning activities

Audience
This course is designed for z/OS IBM MQ administrators and other technical professionals who are responsible for IBM MQ security,
architecture, availability, and performance-related tasks.

Prerequisites
Before taking this course, you should:
Successfully complete IBM MQ V8 System Administration for z/OS (WM302G), or have equivalent experience
Be proficient working with z/OS, or successfully complete Fundamental System Skills in z/OS (ES10G)

Programme
Course introductionIBM MQ baselineExercise: Configuring the IBM MQ lab environmentChannel security with SSL/TLSExercise:
Configuring SSL/TLS for queue managers and channelsChannel security with channel authentication rulesExercise: Configuring
channel authentication rulesQueue-sharing groupsExercise: Configuring queue-sharing groups and shared queuesIntra-group,
distributed queuing, and clustering with queue-sharing groupsExercise: Intra-group and distributed queuing with queue-sharing
groupsEight-byte relative byte address (RBA) and buffers above the 2-GB lineExercise: Implementing 8-byte relative byte address
and buffers above the 2-GB lineIntroduction to IBM MQ for z/OS statistics and accountingExercise: Getting started with IBM MQ
statistics and accounting recordsCourse summary
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Session Dates
På begäran, kontakta oss

Ytterligare information
Denna utbildning finns också som utbildning på plats. Kontakta oss för mer information.
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